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We like to explain what we do, to give context to the ideas 

behind the products that we create. 

Some objects have rich and intriguing stories, and the 

MASS range needs a whole book to describe it…

One part industrial chic, one part craftsmanship, with 

lashings of monumental minimalism, the Mass furniture 

collection is not for the faint hearted.

The antithesis to factory made, easy clean, lightweight 

furniture, Mass is more like looking after a bronze 

sculpture.

If you are prepared to nurture your Mass artefact,  

you will be rewarded with a completely unique object. 
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Left
Finish when manufactured 
before leaving factory

The Collection

Mass is huge chunks of heavyweight, metallic 
minimalism. It is confident, overscaled furniture with
a real presence and an instantly recognisable 
expressive silhouette. 

Setting scale and governing authority within  
a space, the collection comprises a brass-clad 
dining table, coffee table, console table, book 
stand and coat stand.  
 
Each object is hand finished with a brass cladding 
that will take on the marks of its usage, developing 
a natural oxidised patina across the surface.  

Like the sculptures of antiquity they are inspired  
by, each piece will age like a prized statue.
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Left to Right
Mass: Coat Stand, Book Stand, 
Console; Base Polished Brass 
Table Light
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Left to Right
Mass Dining Table;  
Base Polished Brass  
Table Light
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Left to Right
Scoop Low Chair;  
Mass Dining Table; Form: Jug, 
Milk Jug, Sugar Dish & Spoon;                    
Mass Book Stands
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Left to Right
Copper Shade; Scoop Low 
Chair; Mass Dining Table; Form 
Tea Set; Mass Book Stands
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Left to Right
Stripe Rug Round White;  
Spun Table Short; Form Tea 
Set; Spun Table Tall; Mass 
Book Stand
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Left to Right
Fossil Bookends; Mirror Ball 
Gold; Base: Polished Brass 
Table Light, Wall Light, Floor 
Light; Spun Table: Short, Tall; 
Form Tea Set; Wingback 
Chair; Mass Coat Stand; Etch 
Tea Light Holder; Copper 
Bronze Floor
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Left to Right
Stripe Rug Rectangular White;
Bell Floor Light; Screw Table 
Tube Base; Bell Pendant; Cog: 
Container Large, Desk Tidy; 
Mass: Book Stand, Console; 
Fossil Bookends; Gem Mirror; 
Bell Table Light
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Left to Right
Mass Book Stand; Spun Table 
Tall; Cast Mini Jack Black;
Form Jug; Fan Chair Black; 
Base Brushed Brass Floor Light
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Mass Collection

Mass Coffee Table Brass

MAST06B-M 
L / W 80 / 31.5”, H 54.5 / 21.5”

Mass Dining Table Brass

MAST01B-M 
L 300/118.11”, W 100 / 39.4”, H 78 / 30.71”
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Mass Console Table Brass

MAST02B 
L 180 / 70.87”, W 50 / 19.69”, H 75 / 29.53”

Mass Coat Stand Brass

MASS01B 
L 43.6 / 17.17”, W 30 / 11.8”, H 200 / 78.74”

Mass Book Stand Brass

MASS02B 
L 43.6 / 17.17”, W 30 / 11.8”, H 200 / 78.74”
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Left
1 month
Tarnishing in localised areas

Inspiration

We constantly scour the globe for new 
technologies and time honoured crafts that  
we look to turn into the latest product. For a long 
time we have been investigating a traditional 
metal cladding technique in India called Kavacha. 

Initially developed to metalise statues of Hindu 
gods, it has more recently been used to cloak 
ornate wooden thrones for maharajas, making 
them appear to be made of solid precious metal. 

This handmade process offers an extremely 
attractive finish that suits Mass’s humble and 
reduced monumental form. 
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Maharajah of Bansda, photo c.1910
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Bronze age tools
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Celtic Menhir, Ireland
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Brass vessels, IndiaIndian artisan embosses designs onto a brass sheet
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Left
2–6 months
Tarnishing across the whole 
surface. Some areas may 
appear lighter than others.

Brass

Brass is an alloy of copper and has been  
used for centuries as a semi- precious addition  
to sophisticated interiors.

Its soft golden sheen, its malleability and  
the ease with which it can be patinated make 
it a favourite material for designers both 
contemporary and classical.

We have designed many brass products. Mass uses 
brass in an unusually minimal way, as a thin sheet 
cladding over a wooden framework.

The effect is dramatic and striking, and we 
particularly like the way that the brass very quickly 
takes on individual characteristics, according  
to how the owner maintains or uses the object. 
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Brass weight

Antique brass mantra bowl Diving helmet
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Brass yellow metal plate The effect of corrosion seen on a brass sheet
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Lights: Left to Right
Beat Pendant Brushed Brass: 
Tall, Wide, Fat; Beat Table 
Light, Beat Floor Light, Beat 
Pendant Brushed Brass Stout

Left to Right
Pivot Chair Low Back;
Gem Table Side; Strut Base 
with Slate Table; Stone Candle 
Holder Short & Tall; Pivot Chair 
High Back
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Left to Right
Form Tea Set: Tray Square, 
Sugar Dish & Spoon, Jug, 
Caddy, Milk Jug, Tea Pot
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Cell Wall Light
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Left to Right
Slab Chair Black; Etch Pendant 
Brass; Slab Dining Table Black
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Left
6 months
Oxidisation will appear 
across the full surface giving 
a more even appearance.

Process, Product 

& Finish

The collection was created with antiquity in mind 
and intended to age over time. For this reason 
we have chosen a raw un-lacquered finish on  
all Mass products. 

The finish means that we leave Mass in its purest 
form, exposed to its environment. As usage marks 
build, an antique oxidised finish will develop;  
a rich natural patina that will, over time, create a 
unique piece of furniture which bears the marks 
of its use. 
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Brass sheets are glued and hammered in place
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Individual brass pins complete the cladding process
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Finish before leaving factory Console cleaned before packing

8QĦODFTXHUHG�ÀQLVK
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The brass cladding of Mass is a raw metal sheet that 
will naturally oxidise in reaction to the surrounding air 
and from general use. Before shipping the pieces are 
polished to their brightest possible finish; the process 
of oxidisation then naturally begins from the moment 
the product leaves our factory. 

Each and every piece will tarnish and age differently 
as it is exposed to a range of factors such as storage, 
mode of transport used and the environmental 
conditions of the location where it is finally placed.

Areas with a higher level of humidity, for example,  
will see a more rapid transformation in comparison  
to those that are colder and drier.

Oxidisation process

Finish before cleaning at factory Finish after 6 months usage
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2–6 months
Tarnishing across the whole surface.  
Some areas may appear lighter than others.

1 month
Tarnishing in localised areas.

6 months
Oxidisation will appear across the full surface 
giving a richer, more even appearance.

1 year
A more levelled covering of patination should 
give an overall feel of an aged product with 
character.

Products will go through several stages of gradual 
oxidisation and it will take many months of use for an 
even level of patina to be reached.  
 
Images here show possible interim stages pieces may 
go through without cleaning.

Stages of oxidisation
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Example finishes after usage, including dents  
and water marks.
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Left
1 year
A consistent covering  
of patination gives the  
feel of an aged product  
with character.

Cleaning & Care

We believe the patina and ageing process adds 
beauty and richness to the product. 

However if you wish to return your product to its 
original raw brass finish you can do so by using 
a metal polish or rubbing the surface in the 
direction of the brushed finish with a sanding pad. 

To preserve a degree of patina, a gentler polish 
like a silver detarnisher may be used.
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Returning to the  
original finish

Step 1 Step 2

To return Mass to its original finish use 
the sanding pad that is provided with 
your Mass product. 

Gently rub the metal surface using  
the sanding pad in a straight line to 
remove marks and tarnishing.

Wipe the surface clean with a damp 
cloth before use.

Mass is made from malleable metal 
sheet and should always be treated 
with care.

The metal sheet will pick up any usage 
marks and dents. Salts and oils from skin 
may mark the raw metal surface.  

If required these marks can be removed 
using an abrasive cleaning product 
such as the sanding pad provided  
or a metal polish.

We advise always using protective mats 
or coasters, particularly with hot dishes, 
cups and glasses.

Cleaning and care for 

your Mass product
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Using detarnisher  
to retain patina

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

To preserve a degree of the patina  
that has built up use a detarnisher.  
 
These are often used to remove 
tarnish from silver.

Apply detarnisher liberally to the 
tarnished area using a cleaning cloth. 

To avoid a patched and uneven finish, 
clean the full surface of the product 
with detarnisher (not specific tarnished 
areas).

Rub in until the marks are removed. Wipe the surface clean with a damp 
cloth before use.
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Left to Right
Mass Book Stand;
Trace Coffee Table;
Bash Vessel;
Scented Candle Orientalist
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Sales enquiries 

sales@tomdixon.net
T +44 (0)20 7400 0500
F +44 (0)20 7400 0501

USA 

united_states@tomdixon.net
T +1 201 984 5599
F +1 718 228 8378

Asia

asia@tomdixon.net 
T +852 3153 2229
F +852 3153 2887

Tom Dixon Shop

retail@tomdixon.net
+44 (0)20 7183 9725

Press

Please visit our press section 
tomdixon.net/press

Styling

Design Research Studio
www.despinacurtis.co.uk

Photography

www.peerlindgreen.com

Design

www.foundrystudio.com

Copyright ! 2014 Design Research Limited

All the designs shown in this catalogue are 
protected under law. Design Research Ltd 
has the property rights to manufacture and 
sell these products and holds the exclusive 
manufacturing and distribution rights 
worldwide. Copying will be prosecuted.

From time to time product specifications 
may change. Please confirm details with 
our customer service department at the 
time of ordering. 

tomdixon.net
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